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ABSTRACT

The Office ot Civilian Radioactive Waste Management hits been
working since the mid-1980s to develop a cask fleet, which will
include legal weight truck and rail/barge casks, tor the transport
ot spent nuclear niel (SNF) from reactors to Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management System SNF receiving sues. The cask
designs resulting trom this ef'ort have been identified as
Initiative I casks. In order to maximize puyliwds. advanced
technologies have been incorporated in the Initiative I cask
designs, and some design margins have been reduced. Due to
the wide range of the characteristics (age/burnup) of the spent
fuel assemblies to be transported in the Initiative I casks, it has
become apparen* that a significant portion of the shipments of the
Initiative I casks could not be loaded to their design capacity.
Application of a more conventional cask design philosophy might
result in new generation casks that would be easier to license,
have more operational flexibility as to the range of age/burnup
fuel "at could be transported at full load, and be easier to
fabri(.:te. In general, these casks would have a lower capacity
ihan the currently proposed Initiative 1 casks, thereby increasing
the transportation impacts and the transportation costs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
lOCRWM) has been working since the mid-1980s to develop a
cask fleet, which will include legal weight truck (LWT) and
rail/barge casks, for the transport of spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
from reactors to Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System
(CRWMS) SNF receiving sites. The cask designs resulting from
this effort have been identified as Initiative 1 casks.

Because the design efforts for the Initiative I casks have
focused on maximizing payloads in term of numbers of
assemblies, some advanced technology concepts (such as burnup
credit) have been included in the designs, and some design
margins have been reduced to a minimum. Various alternatives
to using the advanced technologies and/or the reduction of design
margins have been recommended by some experts. However,
applying these alternative approaches would generally result in
a reduced payload. because the alternative design concepts
usually include smaller-diameter cask bodies, different materials
of construction, different lid designs and lid-sealing systems,
smaller-diameter baskets, and reduced weights for the loaded
casks, etc.

Due to the wide range of characteristics (age/turnup) of
the spent fuel assemblies expected to be transported in the
CRWMS transportation system, it may be necessary to operate
the Cask System Development Project (CSDP) Initiative I casks,
as currently conceived, either with: fewer assemblies in the
baskets ("empty-hole" derating, which is discussed from a
radiological standpoint in ret'. I) or with specially designed
reduced-capacity baskets.1

Since a number of more conservative cask designs with
somewhat smaller capacities than the Initiative I casks have been
suggested for use in the CRWMS, it is useful to define both the
operational and cost impacts of using such reduced-capacity
casks. As a basis for comparison, the operational parameters
and costs of operating these reduced-capacity casks will be
compared with those projected for the currently proposed
Initiative I casks.

II. CASK DESIGNS

The capacities of the CSDP Initiative I cask designs,
along with the capacities for a number of possible more
conservative cask designs, are summarized in Table I.

The Initiative i cask concept includes a large rail/barge
cask (the BR-100) and two LWT cask designs (the GA-4 and the
GA-9). The BR-100 rail/barge cask will be capable of
transporting 21 pressurized water reactor (PWR) or 52 boiling
water reactor (BWR) assemblies. A removable basket is used to
transport the different assemblies in the same cask body. The
GA-4 cask is an LWT cask designed specifically for the transport
of PWR ruel assemblies while the GA-9 cask is designed for the
transport of BWR assemblies. The capacities of the Initiative I
(ruck casks are four and nine assemblies respectively.

A modified BR-100 rail/barge cask, which would be able
to transport 16 PWR or 37 BWR assemblies, has been receiving
some consideration. Due to its smaller size, this cask would
provide for more operational flexibility at the reactors. The
modified BR-100 cask is expected to be a lighter cask (a hook
weight less than 100 tons when the cavity is filled with water),
which potentially would permit rail shipments at reactors that
would not be able to handle the currently designed Initiative I
rail/barge cask. With its smaller payload, a modified BR-100
cask might be expected to be able to transport younger and
hotter ruel than the current Initiative I ail/barge cask design. As
a result, relatively little cask derating would be expected for the
modified BR-100 rail/barge cask



Table I. Cj.sk design capacities

Capacity, assemblies

Rail/barge

PWR BWR

Legal weight truck

PWR BWR

Initiative 1

Modified BR-100

Modified GA-9

New Initiative

Current Design

16

12

37

iS

•\ modified G \ ; •'•Ui-1: cask has also been included in a
numner ot more conseuuiive cask design studies. T!ie modified
uA-'i cask is a variation oi the original G.-V> design, where a
special Urge-opening internal basket uould be installed, ihus
^ermming tne loading ol channelized BWR luel assemblies. Die
*.iriacit\ oi Hie modified OA-4 cask is assumed to he mat ol four
1AVR .i.vsvmplie.\

\ New Initi.itivc cask concept, shown in T.ible I. might
include .i Mil barge c.isk capable oi transporting I- PWR or 2-t
BWR assemblies .mo 2 truck casks winch arc assumed IO have
capacities ot I I'WR and 5 BWR assemblies respectively. It is
assumed that the New Initiative casks would be designed by
using standard technologies which have already been approved
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRO. For example,
fuel hurnup credit would not be included in the design ot the fuel
baskets. It is projected that the designs tor the New Initiative
casks would be based on 7-year-old fuel and a burnup or 45.000
MWd MTV Considering the anticipated range or'characteristic?
tor the tuel assemnlies expected to he transported in the
CRWMS. u should he possible to consistently load the New
initiative casks 10 their full capacity ti e.. essentially no cask
derating) Due to the use ot standard cask design concepts, it is
anticipated that tne New Initiative casks could be licensed for
transport in a minimum amount ot time, which in turn might
permit the construction of a fleet of New Initiative casks prior to
the stan of CRWMS operation in 1998.

The V S. Department ot Energy also has the option of
using a cask fleet based on current cask designs. The current
cask Jesmns, shown in Table !. are based on the Nuclear
Assurance Corporation (NAC1 LWT cask and the IF-300 rail
cast;, which are currently being used to transport SNF. These
casks have relatively small capacities il PWR or 2 BWR
assemblies tor the N'AC LWT cask and 7 PWR or 18 BWR
assemblies lor the IF-300 rail cask). Since these casks are
currently licensed for transport or have been licensed by the
NRC in the past, licensing new casks constructed to these
designs is possible The IF-300 cask was designed to transport
short-cooled ruel (approximately 180 days), and considering the
age.'burnup combinations of the SNF expected to be transported
in the CRWMS. it is extremely unlikely that ar.y of the rail
shipment would have to he derated. The design specifications of
the NAC LWT caste are based on :->ear-old assemblies and a
hurnup ot 35.000 MWd/MTL'. Even tor this design, it is
unlikely that cask derating would be a iactor in CRWMS
operation.

Operational impacts have been assessed tor a number of
fleets utilizing the casks shown in Table 1. The cask fleets
considered in the individual scenarios re described in Section
111. The operational impacts, discussed ,n Section IV, are
summarized in terms ot number of visits to sivss (both shipping
and receiving) and the cask Heel size, which would equate to the
number ol visits to a cask maintenance facility. The cost impacts
which include operational costs, cask purchase and
decommissioning costs, and cask maintenance costs associated
with the use oi these casks have also been assessed and arc
presented in Section 111.

111. TRANSPORTATION SCENARIOS

The operational impacts and transportation system costs
of using fleets of different-capacity casks have been estimated for
a number of transportation scenarios. All of these scenarios are
based on the movement of 62.200 MTU of spent fuel from
reactor storage pools to a generic eastern monitored retrievable
storage (MRS) facility. The lower bounding case3 was used to
define the acceptance rate for this study. Standard transportation
assumptions were used to predict the number of cask loads,
transport costs, and cask fleet size. These assumptions are
summarized in ret. 2.

The oldest-fuel-first allocation assumption was used to
estimate the number of assemblies to be shipped annually from
each reactor storage pool. In addition, it was also assumed that
there would be no intrautility or interutility distribution of
delivery rights. Two cask-handling cases are included in (his
study: (1) a low rail case (where it was assumed that only 26%
of the SNF would be transported in rail casks) and (2) a high rail
case (where it was assumed that approximately 63% of the SNF
would be transported in rail casks). The first case, the low rail
case, is based on an assumption that only 22 sites would be able
to accommodate Initiative I rail casks. Due to the heavy
dependence on truck transport, this case was included to place an
upper bound on the transportation impacts associated with the
more conservative cask designs. The basis for the high rail case
assumes that the cask-receiving facilities at a number of .eactor
sites could be modified so that an additional 36 sites would be
able to handling the larger rail/barge casks (i.e.. it was assumed
that a total o ' 58 sites would make SNF shipments in rail casks).



\ M': ies ot \\\ e scenarios lias been denneo lor o.î ii CI.SK
.unuuni: j.;.se '"he tirst. unich lorms the base wise tor the
..•mpan.vm discussed in mis paper, IN based on me assumption
!:.\t ::;e K:nuti\e 1 .a.shs would he used !o pertorm all

transportation activities Vhe Initialise I scenaiio>. aie reported
.is scenarios i and 0 in I'able J

i\\0 ol (l!e reduced-cask-capacus scenarios use a
.omrunation o, lniu.t;ue 1 casks and modified Initiative I casks.
Flie first reouceu-capacit> concept (scenarios « and 7 in I'able 2)
.» based on the lolloping assumptions i l ) all rail shipments
would be made using the modified BR-100 cask and |2) all truck
M.ipments will be made using the Initiative I true* casxs (the
u.\-4 and the GA-^ casksi. The cask lleet assumptions Mr
scenarios 3 and S are similar to those used in scenarios 2 and 7
\wth ihe exception th.H Uie modified GA-9 cask is assumed to be
J»AI to transport BWR assemnlies.

Scenarios 4 and 9 ate based on the use ot the New
Initiative ca.sk concept The final scenarios, scenarios 5 and 10.
lor IMCII case are .Deluded to place .in upper limit on the
L"R\\ MS transportation impacts These scenarios are based on
jsiug current design casks IO periorm all transportation activities

IV. iu:si i.rs

Oie impact:, ot usim1 Initiative I or oilier combinations
.'I mote ^onsers.itive ..ask designs (o transport spent luel
assemblies in the I'RWMS transportation swum are summarised
in th.s section The discussion centers on a number ol issues
including number ot cask loads, cask Meet size, operational
acnut\ at \anous I ' R W M S t.iCiliUes, .ost. and transportation
risk

A. Transportation Impacts

A summary ot the transportation impacts oi using the
different cask designs is presented in Table 2 The Initiative 1
cask fleet is used as the base case tor this stud>

I, Low rail ease. The number ol cask loads required to
transport a specific quantity ot tuel assemblies is directly
proportional to me *,ISK capacity When Me Urge-capacity
Inuiame I casks are used. 29.520 cask loads >17S4 rail and
2"{>o truck) are required to transport rj-,-00 M I T ol SNF
Hie <>r>eraiional impacts ot using reduced-capacity baskets to
vitisn loading site luel deiuers requirements are not addres'ed
neie The elk'cts ol using c."1 lerating to fulfill these needs are
discussed in Part B ol Section IV

Die smaller-capacity rail cask used in scenario 2 resulted
,n a .'.'T- increase m tne number <>t ui l cask ioads 1-341 as
compared with the I"54 rail cask loads needed with the Initiative
I rail barge cask I in scenario 3. the Initiative I GA-9 BWR
truck cask was replaced with the modified GA-9 cask; this had
a maior impact on the number ot cask loads needed IO transport
the BWR assemblies The total number or truck exsk loads in
scenario 3 is 4 ^ - higher than the value reported for the base
case L'sing ti.e Inmame 1 true* cask results in 10.998 BWR
cask loads and !b. 8 PWR caik loads When the modified
CA-J cask is included in the cask lleet. tne numoer ot BWR cask
Iliads increases to ;4.to)9 Since me iiA-4 cask is used to
transport PWR assemblies in both scenarios, the number ot PWR
Inicx ca.SK loads is the same.

I'se ol the New Initiative casks would result in a turther
increase in the number ol cask loads. A total ol 56.535 cask
loads (3252 rail and 53.2X3 truckl is proiected when the New
Initiative casks are used, a 91 % increase over the base case. A
mator portio.. ot this increase is associated \mh the PWR truck
shipments as i result or the 50S reduction in the PWR truck
cask capacity Because the New Initiative BWR truck cask has
a larger capa.ity than the modified GA-9 cask used in scenario
3, the nuiroer ol BWR truck shipments in scenario 4 is
somewhat lower than that reported tor scenario 3. The final
scenario included in the low rail case represents the use of
current design cask to pertorm all of the transportation activities.
With these casks, approximately 121,600 cask loads would be
required to transport the 02.200 MTU of SNF. Due to the small
capacities ol the truck casks ;one PWR or two BWR assemblies),
over 95% ot the cask loads are associated with truck shipments.

The size ot the cask tleet is also a function ot the cask
capacity. It is projected that a total of 57 Initiative I casks would
be needed for the base case, scenario I. A cask fleet of almost
200 casks would he needed if M of the transportation activities
involved current design casks, scenario 5. This lleet is almost
3.5 times that required for the base case.

The estimated transportation costs reported in Table 2
include operational costs, cask acquisition and decommissioning
costs, and cask maintenance costs. The estimated transportation
costs vary from $668 million for the Initiative I casks to $2536
million lor the current cask designs.

2. Hl^h mil case. In the high rail case, approximately
63% of the fuel is assumed to he transported in rail/barge casks.
While this results in a higher number of rail cask loads,
increased use of the higher-capacity rail/bat jje casks significantly
reduces the number of truck cask loads. For example, the
Initiative I high rail case, scenario 6. has 2502 more rail cask
loads than the corresponding scenario for the low rail case,
scenario 1 However, the number of truck cask loads has been
significantly reduced. 14.119 in scenario 6 as compared wiUi
27.766 for scenario 1. In other words, each rail cask load
replaces 5.45 truck cask loads. For the current design casks,
comparing scenarios 5 and 10 shows that each rail cask load
would replace 7 8 truck cask loads.

The projected cask tleets lor the high rail case are
somewhat lower than the corresponding cask tleets tor the low
rail case ifrom a reduction of 1 cask for the Initiative I casks to
38 casks tor the current design casks). The relative insensitivity
of the cask tleet size is due to the slower average transport speed
and longer loading/unloading times associated with the rail/barge
casks. In essence, on an annual basis, the relatively large
capacity Initiative I truck casks are expected to transport
approximately the same amount of fuel a; the rail casks.'
However, for the current cask design scenarios, the IF-300 casks
are projected to transport approximately ihree times as much fuel
annually as the NAC LWT casks. Due to the larger rail-truck
capacity ratio lor the current design casks, increasing the
proportion of the fuel transported by rail/barge casks results in
a smaller cask tleet.

As shown in Table 2. rail transport of SNF assemblies
is more cost-etfective tuan truck transport. The estimated
transportation costs for the high rail ca:e are 15 to 25% lower
than the corresponding scenarios included ;n the low rail case.
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Table 2, Summary oi transportation impacts ot using

Scenario

Casks

Initiative 1 rail, barge
and truck casks

Modified BR-100 and
Initiative i truck casks

Modified 3R-100.
Modified GA-9. and

GA-»

New Initiative casks

Current Cask Design

Initiative 1

Modified BR-100 and
Initiative 1 truck c.isks

Modified BR-ltW.
Modified G:\-4. and

GA-4-2

New Initiative c.isks

Current Design

Handling
capability

low Rjil

Low Rail

Low Rail

Low Rail

Low Rail

High Rail

High Rail

Hi(jh K;nl

High Rail

Hl[:ll Kail

Cask

Rail

1.754

2.341

2.341

3.252

5,191

4,256

5.723

5.723

S.080

12.541

loads

Truck

27,766

:7.766

41.477

53.283

116,399

14,119

14,119

I9.89S

27,282

58.702

reduced-capacity casks

Cask fleet size

Rail

16

18

18

24

37

33

39

39

53

78

Truck

41

41

62

78

160

23

23

32

41

81

Total

57

59

80

102

197

56

52

71

94

159

Transportation
costs,

Sx 10°

667.9

695.2

949.4

1.244.8

2,536.1

570.0

640.0

755.8

1,032.2

1.896.1

B. Cask Derating

The data presented in Table 2 are based on the
assumption that all of the casks would he loaded to lull capacity.
\ s stated above, the varying spent fuel assembly characteristics
i age hurnup) w lil probably result in the need to derate a number
ot the Initialise I cask shipments. Hence, the aciual number of
^astc loads may exceed the values reported ir. Tjhle 2.

A s;ud> ot' derating Initiative I cask using specially
designed smaller-capacity baskets is presented in ret. 2. That
studs showed that, it the oldest fuel was transported from the
reactor storage pools, a significant portion ot ihe assemblies
would have to he transported at less ihan full cask capacity.
Assuming the same percentages apply to tiiis study, cask derating
m the low rail case would increase the number ot cask loads for
scenario 1 from the 29.520 reported in Table 2 to 36.340. The
corresponding value tor the high rail case, scenario 6, is 22,600
cask 'oads rather than the 18.375 cask loads reported in Table 2.

Without any design information, it is difficult to estimate
the amount of derating that would occur with the reduced
capacity casks. It is estimated that the use of the modified BR-
100 rail/baige cask in scenarios 2 and 7 would only have only a
minor impact on the number of cask loads. While little if any
derating would !.e expected for the ;ail/"barge cask, the continued
need to derate the initiative f truck shipments would still result
in an approximately 25S increase in the number of cask loads.

Since the New Initiative cask designs are expected to be
hased on 7-year-old fuel and a 4;.00O MWd/MTU burnup, the
number ot derated shipments is expected to be significantly
.•educed. Even it the youngest eligible ruel is selected from the
reactor ruel storage pools, the average age of the tiiel being

'transported in 1998 is 8.6 years. As the scenario progresses, the
average fuel age is projected to "lowly increase to i5 years by
2021. Hence, only a very small portion of the fuel assemblies
eligible to be accepted by the CRWMS would have to be
transported in derated cask shipments.

Considering the more stringent design specification for
the current cask designs, it is unlikely 'hat there would be any
derated cask shipments. While the reduced capacities of the
more conservative cask designs result in a increased number of
cask loads, ihe ability to load a higher proportion of the cask
loads to full capacity has a mitigating influence. For example,
when comparing scenarios I and 5. the use of the current cask
design in the low rail case requires 312% more cask loads than
the use of the Initiative I casks. However, if cask derating is
taken into account, the relative increase associated wich the use
of current design casks is only 23S%. The corresponding
increases in the number of cask loads for the New Initiative
casks are decreased from the approximately 90% shown in Table
2 to only 55% when cask derating is included in the analysis.

C Impact on CRWMS Facilities

The current CRWMS operational concept includes an
MRS facility that would provide temporary storage for a quantity
of spent fuel between the start of operation in 1998 and the
opening of the repository. The casks transporting the spent fuel
assemblies from the reactor will be unloaded at the MRS, with
the assemblies being placed in a suitable storage container. After
the repositoiy has reached its design operating level, the MRS
operation may change. Rather than unloading ail casks that
arr i 'eat the MRS. the loaded rail/barge casks could be shipped



jirectn :>> we tepoMior> lor processing However, a is
pronviiu thai ttio irucX casks w ill slill be unloaded anu the spent
:ucl assemblies »ill he placed in an MRS repository cask lor
shipment ;n tnc repository

"Die nuior MRS operational acmny is the unloading and
processing of transportation casKs. Die number ot casks that
nave to he unlojjed amiuaih i> one ot the key MRS design
specifications Tins parameter determines the number oi cask-
handling lines that must be included in the MRS design.

The MRS conceptual design currently includes three
processing cells, uich each cell containing two cask-handling
lines and unloading ports. This design was based on the use ot
the Initiative ! transport casks. The use ot lower-capacity casks
results in an increased number ot cask loads that must be
processed. This is particularly true tor the truck transport
segment ot [he CRWMS transportation system Operational
simulations ot the MRS' have shown that the cask-handling
facilities are ilie limning t'acior in determining throughput
capacity As ihe number or cask loads increases, the utilization
.'t the MRS will increase until n reaches its limn

More recent MRS operational simulations have indicated
:n.n the .vncepiual MRS design would not be able to process a
sufficient mimrn'r ot the .New Imitative casks to maintain a 3000-
MTl' u\ir utrougnpui In order 10 increase the throughput, U
would be necessan to increase ijic working hours iwork 7
dj>.week radier th.in > J.iys.'weuk) or 10 increase ihe number ot
processing cells liuwo .volutions would eiiher increase the cost
01 the MRS or require additional personnel to stall the lability

A Cask Maintenance Facility |CM1;> lias been included
m many CRWMS designs to provide J lacility to maintain and
service the transportation casks The casks will need W he
maintained .it least annually, and many experts have indicated
that it may be necessary to send a cask to the CMF a number of
times each \ear !or cleaning or other nonroutine maintenance
service I'sing a lower-capacity cask lor the transport implies
that a larger cask tleet must be purchased, operated, and
maintained, which translates into an increased load on the CMF.
The sue and the number or processing stations at the CM1: are
a function ot ths number <>f cask visits anticipated annually.
Hence, like the MRS ihe CMF must increase in sue as the cask
.apacu> decreases Again, increasing facility size and statf
.ncreases ine capital and operating costs ot the CMF

Since ths repository is not scheduled lo start operation
unul jt least 2010. \ery little conceptual design information is
available at this time However, drawing an analogy with the
MRS. .in increase in the number ot casks thai must be processed
at the repository will increase the size and hence the cost ot the
repository surtace facilities.

The size and number ot cask-loading lacilities at the
reactor sites are fixed These facilities have already been
constructed. The cost ot loading transport casks a! the reactor
sues is directly proportional to the number ot casks loads needed
to transport the tuei assemblies. Again. \wih ihe smaller-
japacity ;asks. trie loading tacilines "ill have to load more
cas '̂-S, with a resulting increase in the manpower requirements.

Basically, reduced cask capacities will tend lo increase
ihe cost of constructing and operating liie various CRWMS
facilities

D. Kisk Considerations

The risk associated with (he transport ot SNF is an
important consideranon. In general, the risk associated with
normal transportation is proportional to the number ot cask loads
used to transport the fuel assemblies to an MRS or a repository.
One ot the major components of risk in normal transport is the
radiation exposure to the general public. Without detailed design
information, it is difficult to estimate the radiation levels
emanating trom the more conservative cask designs. As a first
und bounding) approximation, if it is assumed that all of ihe
casks will be loaded to the 10-mrenvh regulatory limit," the
public radiation exposure is truly proportional to the cask
capacity However, n is anticipated that with the more robust
designs, the actual loading of the smaller-capacity casks might
result in lower external radiation levels. Hence, while reduced-
cask capacity may result in an increased public radiation
exposure, the increase would probably be less than values
directly proportional to the cask capacity.

Other risk factors, such as injuries and latalilies due to
traffic accidents involving spent luel casks, are proportional to
the number ot cask miles traveled which in mrn is direcily
proportional to ihe cask capacity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In order to maximize payloads in (he Imitative 1 cask
designs, advanced technologies have hcen incorporated, jind
some design margins have been reduced. Due to the wide range
ot' the chavacicrisiics (age/hurnup) o f the spent fuel assemblies to
be transported in the Initiative t casks, it has become apparent
that a significant portion of the shipments the Initiative I casks
could not he loaded to their design capacity. Use or' mare
conventional cask design philusophy might result in new
generation casks that are easier to license, have more operational
flexibility us to the range of agc/hurnup fuel that could be
transported at full load, and are easier to fabricate. In general,
these casks would have a lower capacity than the currenlly
proposed Initiative I casks, thereby increasing the transportation
impacts and the transportation costs.

A comparison of the transportation impacts associated
with the different cask designs indicates that the New Initiaiive
cask concept would result in a ^ 1 % increase in the number of
cask loads tor the low rail case. Use of the even more
conservative current cask designs would result in a 31295
increase in the number of cask loads. Corresponding increases
in the cask fleet size and transportation costs are projected.

Enhancing the at-reactor cask-handling capabilities to
maximize the use of rail shipments reduces transportation impact
of the different cask design concepts (i.e., less cask loads,
smaller cask fleets, and reduced transportation costs). However,
the relative impact of the various scenarios is essentially the
same in both the low and high rail cases.

Considering the range of anticipated spent fuel
characteristics, it is apparent that approximately 23% of the
assemblies being transported in ihe Initiative 1 casks will need to
be transported at less than full capacity (i.e.. derated shipments).
While it is conceivable that some cask derating could be expected
with the New Initiative cask concept considered, the relative
impact ot derating is expected fo be significantly smaller. Little
or no cask derating is anticipated for use of the current cask
designs.
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